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Abstract Several analytical models of different wireless

networking schemes such as wireless LANs and meshes

have been reported in the literature. To the best of our

knowledge, all these models fail to address the accurate

end-to-end delay analysis of multi-hop wireless networks

under unsaturated traffic condition considering the hidden

and exposed terminal situation. In an effort to gain deep

understanding of delay, this paper firstly proposes a new

analytical model to predict accurate media access delay by

obtaining its distribution function in a single wireless node.

The interesting point of having the media access delay

distribution is its generality that not only enables us to

derive the average delay which has been reported in almost

most of the previous studies as a special case but also

facilitates obtaining higher moments of delay such as

variance and skewness to capture the QoS parameters such

as jitters in recently popular multimedia applications.

Secondly, using the obtained single node media access

delay distribution, we extend our modeling approach to

investigate the delay in multi-hop networks. Moreover,

probabilities of collisions in both hidden and exposed

terminal conditions have been calculated. The validity of

the model is demonstrated by comparing results predicted

by the analytical model against those obtained through

simulation experiments.

keywords Analysis � Delay � Exposed terminal �
Multi-hop � Wireless ad hoc networks

1 Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks (WANs) consist of several

numbers of nodes which communicate with one another in

an unattended collaborative manner. Any two nodes within

the given Euclidean distance can communicate directly. In

such networks, a data packet may be forwarded by several

intermediate nodes till it reaches the destination.

The wireless media in these networks is a shared and scarce

resource therefore, a well-defined MAC protocol plays a

prominent role in performance of a WAN. Due to lack of a

centralized control, MAC protocols must be implemented

in a distributed manner in ad hoc networks. Distributed

coordination function (DCF) access mechanism of IEEE

802.11 as the basic standard for MAC layer has gained

common popularity in ad hoc networks Takano and Liou

[1]. Although the basic characteristics of IEEE 802.11 DCF

are well understood, this paper suggests required analytical

models to evaluate dynamic performance of WANs in

terms of multi-hop delay analysis. This aim is achieved by

proposing a local queueing system to address delay anal-

ysis of multi-hop wireless networks under unsaturated

traffic condition.

The overall end-to-end packet delay consists of two

types of latencies: medium access delay and queueing

delay. Medium access delay comprises of the latencies for
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data transmissions and retransmissions. On the other hand,

queueing delay is the amount of time that the data packet

waits until receives service from the MAC layer interface.

To derive multi-hop delay, we employ a Markov chain

model to analyze the probability of transmission at each

node in an arbitrary slot and derive the wireless channel

access delay. Like Ozdemir and McDonald [2], Zhai et al.

(2004), and Shabdiz and Subramanian [3], the arrival

process at each node is assumed to be an independent and

identically distributed (iid) Poisson process. Moreover, the

distribution of service times are modeled as General

Independent processes. Hence, each node is taken to be an

M/G/1 queue for which we derive the queuing delay. Thus,

the average single hop delay namely, the average delay

from the time a packet arrives at some node to the time it is

successfully received by the next hop node can be calcu-

lated. For this reason, we predict the accurate media access

delay by obtaining its distribution function in a single

wireless node. Calculating the media access delay distri-

bution enables us to derive the moments of delay (e.g., first

moment and variance). These parameters consequently

lead us to the average waiting time in M/G/1 queueing

system. Other useful parameters such as QoS jitters with

widespread use in recently popular multimedia applications

can be obtained by higher moments of the service time.

IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism suffers from problems

concerning hidden and exposed nodes Marsic [4]. While

use of RTS/CTS message passing solves the problem of

hidden nodes, the exposed terminal problem is left

uncovered in current implementations of the IEEE 802.11

standard.

For the first time, in this paper we discuss the perfor-

mance impact of exposed terminals in IEEE 802.11 ad hoc

networks under finite load conditions. In this context, we

derive accurate analytical models for the media access

delay for IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks in finite load

conditions with and without exposed terminals. Thus, the

model extends from analyzing the single-hop average

packet delay to evaluating the end-to-end packet delay in

multi-hop ad hoc networks. The major contribution of this

paper is to analyze the average packet delay for IEEE

802.11 DCF by using an analytic model under finite load

traffic in multi-hop ad hoc networks for which no accurate

model has been reported in the literature.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses the related work in this avenue. Section

3 describes the system model which encompasses models

to derive the Markov chain state transition probabilities,

packet service time and queueing time in single-hop ad hoc

networks. Section 4 includes the calculation of probabili-

ties of collisions in both hidden and exposed terminal

conditions. Moreover, in this section, we propose our

modeling approach to investigate the delay in multi-hop

networks. Section 5 applies simulation and statistical

analysis to validate the analytical results. Finally, Section 6

presents concluding remarks and provides guidelines for

future work.

2 Related work

Analytical modeling and performance evaluation of the

MAC layer are fascinating issues to pursue in the literature.

In Li [5], authors have studied the relation between

capacity of each node and characteristics of MAC layer

IEEE 802.11 via simulation experiments. They have con-

sidered different traffic patterns for various network

topologies such as single cell, chain and random network.

An estimate of the expressions for one-hop capacity and

upper bound of per-node throughput is obtained using the

simulation results.

In Bianchi [6] and Wu [7], performance of the IEEE

802.11 was evaluated in simplified scenarios. These sce-

narios were performed under saturation condition, i.e. each

node in the network always has packet to transmit. But

saturation assumption for the network seems inappropriate,

especially when we know that the number of packets to be

transmitted depends on the incoming traffic pattern.

Several other models have been proposed to investigate

the performance of IEEE 802.11 under unsaturated traffic

conditions Bianchi [6], Ergen and Varajya [8]. Although

the discrete-time Markov chain model introduced in Ergen

and Varajya [8] takes the unsaturated traffic condition into

account, it does not adopt any queuing system to model the

MAC buffer (i.e. the MAC buffer length is assumed zero).

Analytical modeling of IEEE 802.11 DCF using queuing

system has been studied in Tickoo and Sikdar [9], Ozdemir

and McDonald [2], and Zhai (2004). The proposed model

in Tickoo and Sikdar [9] is based on a G/G/1 queue. From

the computational complexity point of view, this depends

on numerous approximated parameters, such as the prob-

ability that each node has no packet to transmit. Thus in

this model, the results obtained from simulation show

much variation than that from the analysis.

Performance analysis of the MAC layer in the finite

queue size condition has been deliberated in Ozdemir and

McDonald [2] and Zhai (2004), both of which are based on

the M/G/1/K queuing system. The two models differ in

how the service time distribution is derived. While

Ozdemir et al. use the Markov-modulated general inde-

pendent model in Ozdemir and McDonald [2], authors of

Zhai (2004) calculate the service time distribution using the

transform function.

In Bisnik and Abouzeid [10], Bisnik et al. studied the

performance of wireless ad hoc networks in terms of

throughput and packet delay in single and multi hop
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scenarios. They proposed an analytical model based on

G/G/1 queuing networks and used the diffusion approxi-

mation in order to evaluate closed form expressions for the

average end-to-end delay. However, similar to Tickoo and

Sikdar [9], their work depends on approximated parame-

ters. Likewise, Bisnik et al. Bisnik and Abouzeid (2006)

characterized the average delay and capacity in random

access MAC based wireless mesh networks (WMNs) and

modeled residential area WMNs as an open G/G/1 queuing

network using the diffusion approximation method to

indicate the scalability of WMNs performance with the

number of mesh routers and clients.

In Tickoo and Sikdar [11], Tickoo et al. devised an

analytic model to evaluate the queuing delays for the

WANS using IEEE 802.11 DCF model. They have used

G/G/1 queuing model for each node and have extended

their study under consideration of 802.11e standard

wherein a number of packets may be transmitted in a burst

once the channel is accessed. Although Tickoo and Sikdar

[11] considers unsaturated traffic model. However, do not

address an accurate model for the multi-hop transmissions.

Also, authors do not take into account hidden and exposed

nodes problems as the main drawback of IEEE 802.11 DCF

mechanism.

In Vassis and Kormentzas [12], Vassis et al. evaluated

the performance effects of exposed terminals in IEEE

802.11 ad hoc networks under finite load conditions. This

paper used the model in Tobagi and Kleinrock [13] to

derive total delay and network utilization parameters. In

spite of considering the exposed terminal problem, only

single-hop paths have been investigated in this paper.

Moreover, it has been assumed that every node in the

network is visible to all the other nodes; however, this

constraint may not be valid in practice.

In a way different from other methods, Zheng (2006)

introduces an analytical model to evaluate the performance

of DCF in imperfect wireless channels. Considering vari-

ous incoming traffic loads, error conditions in wireless

channels and its impact on the performance of the network

is addressed through analysis and simulation experiments.

But the most related model to our analysis is that pro-

posed by Shabdiz et al. in Shabdiz and Subramanian [3]. In

this work, they proposed approximate analytical models for

the throughput performance of single-hop and multi-hop ad

hoc networks. Using the Markov chain introduced in

Bianchi [6], the MAC layer behavior has been modeled

under the DCF mode and the RTS/CTS mechanism.

Closed-form expressions of packet delay and throughput in

single hop network have also been presented in the paper.

The supposed queuing system is M/G/1 and in order to

estimate the queuing delay, the probability distribution

function and first moment of the service time have been

derived for the single hop scenario. For multi-hop network,

the authors took into account the hidden node problem and

derived the required probabilities of collision occurrence.

However, the total end-to-end delay in multi-hop networks

has not been addressed and only the approximate

throughput for the multi-hop condition has been calculated.

3 System model

A number of tools are available to measure the perfor-

mance of a network; namely Analysis, Simulation, and

Experiment. We typically start using analysis to estimate

network performance using a mathematical model of the

network. Analysis provides approximate performance

numbers and gives insight into how different factors affect

performance. Analysis also allows an entire family of

networks with varying parameters and configuration to be

evaluated at once by deriving a set of equations that pre-

dicts the performance of the entire family. However,

analysis usually involves making a number of approxima-

tions that may affect the accuracy of results. There has

been a lot of effort in the literature to make analytical

models more precise in order to include as many parame-

ters of the networks as possible. However, so far there has

not been any analytical model to incorporate precisely all

the parameters of the underlying system completely.

In this section, we describe the analytical model to

calculate message latency using queuing theory. The model

is based on a wireless network which consists of n sta-

tionary nodes sharing a common medium, and packets are

transmitted from sources to destinations with an already

known routing algorithm. The nodes use the IEEE 802.11

DCF (RTS/CTS mode) as the MAC protocol. Each node

has an infinite buffer for storing packets. We assume that

the aggregate offered traffic load in the wireless channel is

generally distributed and therefore, packets arrive to a node

with the rate of kg. The packet size transmitted in the

wireless medium is also generally distributed with a mean

value of P bits. The channel is assumed to be error-free.

Roughly speaking, a packet transmission is considered to

be successful if there are no other simultaneous packet

transmissions.

The mean message latency is composed of the mean

network latency, As, that is the transmission and retrans-

mission time of the data across the network, and the mean

queuing delay which is the waiting time seen by message at

the interface queue, Aw. Therefore, we have:

Latency ¼ As þ Aw

A summary of the notation used in the derivation of the

model is provided in the Appendix 1. We employ a Markov

chain model to analyze the probability of transmission at

each node in an arbitrary slot and derive the wireless
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channel access delay. Then, we model each node as an

M/G/1 queue and derive the average queuing delay at a

node for both, single hop and multi hop scenarios. The

modeling of the behavior of each node follows the 802.11

MAC protocol. Readers are referred to Marsic [4] for more

details. The Markov chain model which describes trans-

mission state of a node evolves from the model presented

in Bianchi [6] as shown in Fig. 1.

In the system, each node alternates between busy and

idle states. When the traffic is non-saturating, a node is not

in backoff state all the time and additional states are nec-

essary. During a busy period, the node executes the RTS/

CTS protocol, transmits its data and receives an acknowl-

edgment. If it has multiple frames to send, it may contend

and transmit more than one during the same busy period.

After each transmission, a node goes into backoff stage;

other nodes continue counting down the backoff time

according to the IEEE 802.11 standard (Takano and Liou

[1]). The state of the channel can be characterized by two

probabilities: ptr (n), defined as the probability that at least

one of n nodes transmits a packet in a random slot, and ps

(n), the probability that there was a successful transmis-

sion, given that at least one node transmitted a packet. Let s
be defined as the probability that a node transmits a packet

in an arbitrarily chosen slot. According to Fig. 1, the IDLE

state represents the condition in which the node has no

packet to transmit. If a packet arrives at the node with an

empty queue (i.e., in the IDLE state), the node senses the

medium. If the medium is idle the node transits to state

FirstTR and sends the packet immediately. The probability

of failure in the transmission given that a node sends a

packet is denoted by c. Further, let q denote the probability

that the node buffer becomes empty after each particular

node finishes current packet processing (either transmit

successfully or eventually drop it after maximum possible

retransmission as defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard

Takano and Liou [1]). Also, let pnk (t) be the probability of

having no packet arrival at a given node during the period

of t. In other words, pnk (t) is the probability of generating

no packets in time duration t. As we mentioned before, the

arrival process at each node is assumed to be an indepen-

dent and identically distributed (iid) Poisson process with

the rate of kg packets per second. Therefore, for a node in

transmission mode, the probability of having no packet to

send in time duration of t is equal by:

pnkðtÞ ¼
ðkgtÞ0

0!
e�kgt ð1Þ

Now assume a network of nodes with empty queues at the

start of the transmission. Commencing from the IDLE

Fig. 1 State transition diagram

of a single node using IEEE

802.11 standard
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state, when a given node has a packet to transmit, it transits

to FirstTR state. Considering the state FirstTR, if the

medium is sensed idle, the node immediately sends the

packet. If no collision is detected by the node (i.e., with

probability 1 - c), it will enter state S2. Then, dependent

upon having any packet in buffer (with probability 1 - pnk

(Ts)) or not, the node goes to either of states S1 or S3 (we

will explain these two states later). On the other hand, in

state FirstTR if the medium is sensed busy or the trans-

mitted packet collides with others (with probability c), the

node goes to check point S1 and then enters the backoff

state, where it is transmitted after the backoff timer reaches

0.

A backoff stage represents as the tuple (i, w), here

i denotes the level of backoff stage, i.e. it is actually the

number of transmission attempts (i ¼ 0; 1; :::; m0; :::; m).

Also, Wi = 2i W0 denotes the window size of level i (W0 is

the minimum of the contention window). Moreover, w is

the backoff counter in the range of [0, Wi - 1]. For the

values of m0\ i B m, Wi is kept at its maximum value.

Here m0 is the maximum size of the contention window. In

other words, When the node reaches this threshold in

packet transmission, it fixes the window size at the maxi-

mum value Wi = 2m’ W0. After that, on each collision node

retransmits the packet until drops it on stage m ? 1. So,

m denotes the maximum number of retransmissions for a

given packet. pi,w symbolizes the probability of being in

state (i, w). After a node finishes processing a packet (say

state S0), it resets i to zero. In this occasion, if the packet

queue is not empty, the node goes to S1 state directly, i.e. it

sets the counter and enters the backoff state. Otherwise

(when the buffer is empty), the node sets its backoff

counter and after expiration of the counter, based upon the

situation, it goes to IDLE state (when the packet buffer is

still empty) or contends with other nodes to transmit a

packet in backoff stages (when at least one packet arrives

during the countdown). For the sake of clarity, let us denote

the latter scenario as state S3. This issue is captured with an

extra set of backoff states which is depicted on the left side

of Fig. 1.

Transitions from state to state occur at the end of

channel slots. Three types of channel slots are defined, each

with different time durations: idle, fail, or success. The

duration of a channel slot is the period of time that the

channel stays in one state: idle, fail, or success. Suppose Ts

is the time needed to complete a successful transmission.

So, Ts includes the time to send RTS, CTS, ACK and data

packets, plus the inter-frame time. Also, let Tc denote the

time for a failed transmission. Consider r as the system

time slot duration and Ap as the time needed to transmit the

payload. Assuming that all stations use the same channel

access mechanism, Ts and Tc are defined as follows, where

the RTS/CTS access mechanism is employed:

Ts ¼ DIFSþ RTSþ SIFSþ CTS

þ SIFSþ H þ Ap þ SIFSþ ACKþ r

Tc ¼ DIFSþ SIFSþ RTSþ CTS

H is header size of the MAC layer payload. Since the

described state diagram is an embedded Markov chain, so

the future state of the node given the present state is

independent of the past states. From the steady-state

distribution of the Markov chain, the balance equations of

state transition can be obtained as follows: Let pS0 denote

the probability of being in state S0. From this state, we can

reach S3 with probability q. Consequently, a transition

takes place from state S3 to either state {(00 w),

(00, w ? 1), ..., (00, W0)} with probability 1
W0
: The remark-

able point here is that being in one of states, W0 - w would

lead us to the (00, w) state with probability 1. So the

probability of reaching state (00, w) which is denoted by

p00,w is given as follows:

p00;w ¼
W0 � w

W0

qpS0
ð2Þ

Similarly, we can calculate Eqs. 3 and 4 as follows:

pi;0 ¼ cip0;0 ð3Þ

pi;w ¼
Wi � w

Wi
cip0;0 ð4Þ

In the described Markov state diagram (Fig. 1), FirstTR is

accessible from IDLE state. In fact, when the medium is

sensed idle, the node transits from IDLE state to FirstTR

state. Also, 1 - ptr (n - 1) is the probability that an idle

channel slot occurs given that the node in question is idle.

Remember that the entire scenario above occurs when the

node has a packet to send (at least one packet must be

generated during the idle system slot r, i.e. with

probability 1 - pnk (r)). So the transition probability of

FirstTR state is given as below:

pFirstTR ¼ pIDLEð1� ptrðn� 1ÞÞð1� pnkðrÞÞ ð5Þ

Consider a scenario in which the node passes the extra set

of backoff states (which is depicted in the left side of

Fig. 1) and after that, it still has no packet in its buffer. In

such occasion, the node transits to IDLE state. In addition,

on average, it takes half of the backoff window size steps

for the counter to expire. The probability of above event is

obtained as pnkð�r W0

2
Þ (here �r is the average slot time

between successive backoff counter decrements. This

parameter will be defined later). On the other hand, the

node in question meets aforementioned backoff stages via

two different ways in the diagram: first from state S0 when

the queue is empty (i.e. qpS_0) and second, when the packet

is in FirstTR state and it sends a packet successfully

without any arriving packets. Note that successful
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transmission takes place with probability (1 - c) and pnk

(Ts) denotes the probability of no packet arrival during

a successful transmission. So we can formulate

the probability of IDLE state as follows:

pIDLE ¼ ðqpS0
þ pFirstTRð1� cÞpnkðTsÞÞpnkð�r

W0

2
Þ ð6Þ

State S0 is accessed from states: (i, 0) (0 B i \ m) with

probability 1 - c (successful transmission) as well as state

(m, 0) with probability 1 (regardless of successful or failed

transmission). Hence,

pS0
¼ ð1� cÞ

Xm�1

i¼0

pi;0 þ 1� pm;0 ð7Þ

Finally, p0,0 can be found by normalizing it as follows:

1 ¼
XW0

w¼0

p00;w þ
Xm

i¼0

XWi�1

w¼0

pi;w þ pIDLE þ pFirstTR ð8Þ

In above equation, �r is the average slot time between

successive backoff counter decrements. Based on the

different conditions of the channel, given that the node is

in backoff state, �r can be written as:

�r ¼ ptrðn� 1Þðpsðn� 1ÞðTs þ rÞ þ ð1� psðn� 1ÞÞ
ðTc þ rÞÞ þ ð1� ptrðn� 1ÞÞr

ð9Þ

3.1 Single hop network analysis

For single hop ad hoc networks, all the nodes can hear each

other. So the probability that a given node A collides with

any of the other nodes is equal to the probability that at

least one of the other n - 1 nodes transmits a packet

conditioned that A already has a packet to transmit.

This fact is implicitly considered in the Markov chain shown

in Fig. 1 (i.e., collision is considered in the states where the

node has a packet to transmit). Therefore, we have:

c ¼ ptrðn� 1Þ ¼ 1� ð1� sÞn�1 ð10Þ

In the light of discussion so far, the transmission

probability of a given node s is given by:

s ¼
Xm

i¼0

pi;0 þ pFirstTR

¼
Xm

i¼0

pi;0 þ PIDLEð1� ptrðn� 1ÞÞð1� pnkðrÞÞ ð11Þ

3.1.1 Analysis of utilization in single hop network

Consider a single hop ad hoc network comprising of

n nodes with each node having the packet arrival rate of kg

packets per second. Let U denote the normalized channel

utilization, i.e. the fraction of time that the channel is used

to successfully transmit user data. The probability of fail-

ure, c, is calculated as given above. This probability in

single hop condition is equal to the probability of at least

one of the n - 1 nodes (except current node) having a

packet to transmit in current slot, given that the current

node transmits in same slot. The probability that at least

one node transmits in an idle slot is:

ptrðnÞ ¼ 1� ð1� sÞn ð12Þ

and the probability that a packet is transmitted successfully

is given as:

psðnÞ ¼
nsð1� sÞn�1

1� ð1� sÞn ð13Þ

Knowing that the average duration of payload is Ap, we

have:

U ¼ ptrðnÞpsðnÞAp

ð1� ptrðnÞÞrþ ptrðnÞpsðnÞTs þ ptrðnÞð1� psðnÞÞTc

ð14Þ

In the above equation, the numerator is the mean size of

useful load (user’s payload) per slot and the denominator is

the average slot time. It is noteworthy to mention that the

above analysis of utilization has been extracted from the

approach in Shabdiz and Subramanian [3].

3.1.2 Analysis of delay in single hop network

In a wireless ad hoc network, the backoff service time,

sb, is the time duration spent in backoff states before a

packet is transmitted successfully or dropped due to the

maximum retransmission constraint. One can obtain

the average backoff service time, E[sb], by determining the

time spent in the backoff states conditioned that a packet is

successfully transmitted after i collisions (i \ m), or

dropped after m collisions. Remember that after m0 colli-

sions, the backoff window size is constant between

m0 B i B m and with the occurrence of the m ? 1th col-

lision the packet will be discarded.

To compute E[sb], we must compute the average time

spent by a packet in each backoff stage. For the values of

i B m we suppose that the packet collides i - 1 times and

transmits successfully at the last retry. Here c and (1 - c)

denote the probability of collision and probability of suc-

cessful transmission, respectively. Moreover, iTc denotes

amount of time spent for each collision occasion.

The successful transmission would take place within the

period of Ts. Also for each stage, in average, the backoff

counter expires after half of maximum window size dec-

rement. Furthermore, remember from Sect. 3 that �r is the

average slot time. So the average time spent between

successive backoff counter decrements can be computed as
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�r Wk�1
2
ðWk � 1 is the maximum window size of stage k).

Note that in step m ? 1, the packet will be dropped after

the m ? 1th collision. In the light of above discussions, we

obtain E[sb] as follows:

E½sb� ¼
Xm

i¼0

cið1� cÞ iTc þ �r
Xi

j¼0

Wj � 1

2
þ Ts

 !
þ cmþ1Tc

¼
Xm�1

i¼0

cið1� cÞ iTc þ �r
Xi

j¼0

Wj � 1

2
þ Ts

 !

þ cmððmþ cÞTc þ �r
Xm

k¼0

Wk � 1

2
þ ð1� cÞTsÞ

ð15Þ

On further simplifying Eq. 16, we obtain:

E½sb� ¼ ð1� cmþ1Þ Ts þ
cTc � �r=2

1� c

� �
þ �r=2

Xm

i¼0

Wic
i

 !

ð16Þ

The average service time in a single hop ad hoc network,

As, consists of the average backoff service time (when the

packet at its arrival finds the queue is nonempty) and

the service time of packets when the node has no packet in the

buffer. Therefore, As has to be conditioned on q as follows:

As ¼ ð1� qÞE½sb� þ qðptrðn� 1ÞðcðTc þ E½sb�Þ þ ð1� cÞTsÞ
þ ð1� ptrðn� 1ÞÞE½sb�Þ ð17Þ

Remember from previous section that q is the probability

of the transmit queue being empty upon serving the current

packet in backoff stage. This occurs when the node enters

backoff stage with exactly one packet as well as having

no more packets arriving while the current packet

transmission is in progress. In the wake of statistically

independence of these two events, we have:

q ¼ p1 �
ðkgtÞ0

0!
e�kgt ðt ¼ E½sb�Þ ð18Þ

where p 1 and E[sb], respectively are the probability of

having only one packet in the buffer and the average backoff

service time which is obtained from Eq. 17. Considering the

long run backoff procedure, the rate at which the process

enters some particular state n equals the rate at which it

leaves state n. Hence, for p0 and p1 which are respectively

proportional in time when the system is empty and has

exactly one packet, we get following equation:

kgp0 ¼ E½sb�p1 ð19Þ

To compute p 0, we note that the average number of service

periods in a system with service time E[sb] and entrance

rate kg is of form kg E[sb]. However, as the left-hand side

equals 1 - p0, we have:

p0 ¼
1� kgE½sb� E[sb� 1

kg

0 otherwise

�
ð20Þ

From all the above equations and some algebraic

simplifications, we have:

q ¼ kgð 1
E½sb� � kgÞe�kgE½sb� E½sb� � 1

kg

0 otherwise

�
ð21Þ

Under light load conditions, the probability of entering

backoff with one packet is almost one. It happens because

the backoff states are hardly ever visited, and the

probability of entering backoff with more than one

packet is expected to be very small. For heavy loads

where both, kg and E[sb] are large, the probabilities of

q and entering backoff with one packet are almost zero.

Suppose Tw is the average time that a given packet waits

for another packet to be served. This time consists of

random backoff period, the collision period, and the

successful transmission period. For calculating Tw using

M/G/1, we must obtain the probability distribution of Tw

and its two moments. The distribution of Tw can be written

by conditioning it on two events: (1) the channel and the

node are idle on packet arrival, and (2) either, the channel

or the node is busy when the new packet arrives. The

conditional distribution of Tw based on the conditions

above can be written as follows:

We consider the packet drop after m retransmission as part

of the time it should wait. But in service time, we condition

the transmission on the constraint of the last successful

transmission. The task is to determine the first and second

moments of Tw. Using the definition of the probability

generation function Kleinrock [14], the Z-transform of the

waiting time with bs denoting the backoff stage can be

written as:

ProbðTx ¼ TÞ ¼
qð1� ptrðn� 1ÞÞð1� cÞ if T ¼ Ts

cmþ1 if T ¼ ðmþ 1ÞTc þ �r
Pm�1

j¼0
Wj�1

2

0 if T ¼ Ts þ iTc þ �r
Pi�1

j¼0
Wj�1

2
0\i�m

8
><

>:
ð22Þ
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Gbs
ðzÞ ¼

X1

i¼0

ziPr½bs ¼ i�

¼ z0 Pr½bs ¼ 0� þ
Xm

i¼1

ziPr½bs ¼ i�

þ zmþ1Pr½bs ¼ mþ 1�
¼ Tsð1� cÞqð1� ptrðn� 1ÞÞ

þ
Xm

i¼0

Ts þ iTc þ �r
Xi�1

j¼0

Wj � 1

2

 !
cið1� cÞzi

þ ðmþ 1ÞTc þ �r
Xm�1

j¼0

Wj � 1

2

 !
cmþ1zmþ1

In above equation, the maximum value of i is m ? 1,

which indicates the maximum retransmission attempts per

packet. For the first moment of Tw, we have:

EðTwÞ ¼
dGbs
ðzÞ

dz
jz¼1

Which further can be written as:

EðTwÞ¼ Tsð1� cÞqð1�ptrðn�1ÞÞ

þð1� cmÞ cTsþ
cð1þ cÞTc� c �r

2

1� c

� �
þ �r

2
c
Xm�1

j¼0

Wjc
j

ð23Þ

On the other hand, the second moment of Tw can be

obtained as follows:

E½T2
w� ¼

d2Gbs
ðzÞ

dz2
jz¼1 þ EðTwÞ

Which further yields (the detailed analysis is described in

Appendix B):

E½T2
w�¼T2

s ð1�cÞqð1�ptrðn�1ÞÞ

þT2
s ðc�cmþ1Þþ2TsTc �mcmþ1�cð1�cmÞ

1�c

� �

þT2
c

2mcmþ1

1�c
þð2mþ1Þcmþ1þcð1þcÞð1�cmÞ

ð1�cÞ2

 !

þ��r
4

Xm�1

j¼0

ðWj�1Þ2cjþ1þTs�r
Xm�1

j¼0

ðWj�1Þcjþ1

þðTc�TsÞ�rcm
Xm�1

j¼0

Wj�1þTc�r
Xm�1

j¼0

ðWj�1Þðjþ1Þcjþ1

þTc�r
Xm

i¼jþ2

Xm�2

j¼0

ðWj�1Þcj

ð24Þ

Having the second moment of Tw, the average waiting time

in the M/G/1 queue (Aw) can be obtained using Pollaczek-

Khinchin Bertsekas and Gallager [15] as given below:

Aw ¼
kgE½T2

W �
2ð1� kgE½TW �Þ

ð25Þ

The average single hop delay (Ad) in the network is the sum

of the average service time and the average queuing delay.

Hence, we have:

Ad ¼ As þ Aw ð26Þ

4 Multi hop network analysis

In multi hop ad hoc network, in contrast to the single hop

scenarios, all nodes are not visible to each other. According

to DCF, a node can initiate a transmission only if it senses

the medium as being idle for a time interval greater than a

DIFS. Unlike the wired networks (with CSMA and colli-

sion detection support), in a wireless network, collision

detection is not possible. Hence, an acknowledgement

(ACK) frame is used to notify the sender that the trans-

mission has been successful. The discussed transmission

mechanism does not protect the nodes from the hidden

terminal problem which is depicted in Fig. 2(a). According

to this problem, given station A is considered to be hidden

from another station B in the same area of coverage of the

receiver if the transmission coverage of the transceivers at

A and B do not overlap. In these situations, if both of these

nodes initiate a transmission with a third node located in

the interference area of both A and B, the hidden terminal

problem would occur. In order to alleviate the problem of

hidden nodes in ad hoc networks, the IEEE 802.11 uses

virtual carrier sense mechanism, which is based on the

exchange of the two control messages called (Request to

send) RTS and (Clear to send) CTS.

As another problem in multi hop ad hoc networks,

exposed node problem occurs when a node unnecessarily

defers its transmission without any collision occurrence at

the destination. Consider Fig. 2(b). B is able to commu-

nicate with A and C. C can communicate with B and D, but

it lies beyond the coverage of A. During the communica-

tion from B to A, C senses the medium busy and defers the

ongoing transmission to D, despite the fact that this

transmission would not result in a collision at A and D. In

this case, C is exposed to B, which degrades the perfor-

mance of the network. In what follows, we discuss the

delay analysis of multi-hop wireless network with and

without considering the exposed terminal problem. Let

GðN; eÞ be the graph that represents a wireless ad hoc

network with node set N and edge set e; with each edge

between nodes indicating the direct communication
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between the nodes; that is, the nodes with Euclidean dis-

tance less than transmission range of each other (r(n)) are

connected by an edge. Due to the uncertainty in the node

locations, the edge set e changes randomly. The parameter

e can also be interpreted as uncertainty in node locations

due to slow speed movements. In order to study topological

properties, GðN; eÞ is best modeled as a geometric random

graph Kumar (2004). Let nodes be distributed uniformly in

the square operational area [0, z]2. In this network with the

average node density N
z2 ; the threshold value of r(N) for

large values of n is rðNÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðln nÞ=n

p
Kumar (2004). Also,

the average distance �ri;j between nodes i and j is given by

�ri;j ¼ 2=3rðNÞ (see Appendix 2).

Now we proceed with finding the probability of failure

c, given that the node transmits a packet. Considering that

the node S initiates communication with the destination

B by transmitting RTS in a given slot. This transmission

will be successful if all the following conditions hold:

1.1 No RTS message transmission occurs in the interfer-

ence area of S.

1.2 No CTS message transmission is in the interference

area of S in the given slot (the source of any probable

CTS is out of the interference area of S. It is due to

the fact that we already know that during previous

time slot, there was no RTS transmission in the

interference area of S; otherwise the ongoing RTS

transmission would not happen. So the initiator of the

CTS must be located outside the interference region

of S).

1.3 There exists no message transmission in the hidden

area of S. The aforementioned conditions assure that

the RTS message arrives successfully at the destina-

tion, after which the destination transmits the CTS to

S. To accomplish this task successfully, the following

conditions must hold simultaneously:

1.4 None of the neighbors of B in the hidden area of

S should be receiving data. It means that there should

not be a successful transmission between a node

located in the hidden area of the node B and any

neighbors of B located in the hidden area of S.

1.5 There should be no RTS message transmission in the

hidden area of S.

1.6 There should be no CTS message transmission in the

hidden area of S (the source of this CTS is beyond the

interference area of B; otherwise the ongoing CTS

message would not take place).

For the first event, none of the neighbors of S must

transmit any RTS message in the given slot. Considering a

particular node x, the average number of nodes located

within the coverage disk of x (other than itself) is given by
N
z2 pr2ðnÞ � 1. Remember from the Sect. 3.1 that s is the

probability of transmission in an arbitrary slot. So, the

probability of no message transmission in the vicinity of a

particular node is given by:

ð1� sÞ
N
z2pr2ðNÞ�1

Regarding the second event, we emphasize on the

probability of no CTS transmission in the given slot,

conditioned that there was no RTS transmission in the

interference area of S. A CTS transmission in the

interference area of S cannot be a response to a RTS

message previously originated in the interference area of

S, otherwise the channel would be busy and first event would

not have occurred. So, we are interested in cases where a

node in the interference area of S sends a CTS message in

response of the RTS message originated from somewhere

outside the sensing area of S. Therefore, node S has to be

located in the hidden area of the node which transmits the

first RTS message. The probability of CTS message

transmission in the given slot can be approximated by the

probability of successfully receiving an RTS, such that the

source of the RTS is located in the hidden area of S. Assume

nHid to be the average number of nodes in the hidden area of

node S. Thus, nHid hidden nodes of S with probability s
request to transmit and this request is transmitted

successfully to the destination with probability (1 - c).

Now, the probability of no node in the hidden area that

successfully transmits during a given time slot is given by:

ð1� sð1� cÞÞnHid

Owing to the fact that every node in the interference area of

S could receive this request during the same slot in which

S transmits, the probability of the second event can be

formulated as:

Fig. 2 (a) Hidden terminal

problem: node C cannot sense

the transmission by A

(b) Exposed terminal problem:

node C defers transmission to

D because it senses the

transmission by B
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ðð1� sð1� cÞÞnHidÞ
N

z2pr2ðNÞ�1

Concerning Fig. 3, we need to calculate nHid. To do so, we

need to calculate the area AECF.

AECF ¼ pr2ðNÞ � ABCE

ABCE ¼ 2r2ðNÞacos
d

2rðNÞ

� �
� ðASCDÞ

ASCD ¼ 1

2
d2rðNÞ sin acos

d

2rðNÞ

� �� �

Substituting the above equations, we get:

ABCE ¼ 2r2ðNÞacos
d

2rðNÞ

� �

� drðNÞ sin acos
d

2rðNÞ

� �� �
ð27Þ

and

AECF ¼ pr2ðNÞ � 2r2ðNÞacos
d

2rðNÞ

� �

þ drðNÞ sin acos
d

2rðNÞ

� �� �
ð28Þ

For the average case where d ¼ �ri;j ¼ 2=3rðNÞ; the above

equation becomes AECF = 1.3082r2(N) and nHid becomes:

nHid ¼
N

z2
1:3082r2ðNÞ: ð29Þ

In addition, ABCE = 1.8338r2(N) and if we refer to the

average number of nodes in this area as nc, then we have:

nc ¼
N

z2
1:8338r2ðNÞ ð30Þ

The third event indicates the probability of no message

transmission in the hidden area during the time slot. In

average, there are nHid nodes in the hidden area of S, thus

the probability of no message transmission in the hidden

area would be:

ð1� sÞnHid

After above three events, the RTS message is sent

successfully. Now it is time for the destination node B to

transmit the CTS. Events 4, 5 and 6 should be checked in a

different time slot rather than the current time slot

(of duration r). We refer to this time as the vulnerable

period tv. For the case of no hidden stations we have

tv = r. But in multi hop ad hoc networks with hidden

terminals, the vulnerable period is equal to Marsic [4]:

tv ¼ RTSþ SIFSþ r ð31Þ

Event 4 indicates the probability that none of neighbors of

destination node B that are hidden to the source node S are

involved in a successful communication. The reason why

we only consider the hidden terminals of S in this event is

that if one of nodes in the sensing area of S is involved in a

communication, then the channel would be busy and the

ongoing communication would not be initiated. The

probability that a neighbor marks the channel busy on

successfully receiving data is:

sð1� cÞðTs � tvÞ
�r

ð32Þ

where Ts�tv
�r is the fraction of time that the channel is busy

during a successful reception. Considering node x in the

sensing area of B, we want to calculate the probability of

having a busy channel because of successfully receiving

data from a node in the hidden area of B. We have in

average N
z2 pr2ðnÞ numbers of nodes in the vicinity of node

B. Thus, regardless of which node actually receives data,

this probability is obtained by:

1
N
z2 pr2ðNÞ

sð1� cÞðTs � tvÞ
�r

" #nHid

On the other hand, node x is selected from the sensing area

of node B, the probability that none of neighbors of B in

the hidden area of S are receiving data over tv is equal to:

1� ðsð1� cÞðTs � tvÞ
�r N

z2 pr2ðNÞ ÞnHid

" #nHid
tv
r

The probability of event 5, i.e. the probability of no RTS

transmission in the hidden area of S over duration tv is

given as:

ð1� sÞnHid
tv
r

Finally, event 6 is obtained in a manner similar to event 2.

This event regards the probability of having no CTS

transmission by a node in the hidden area of S over the

vulnerable period tv, given that there was no RTS

transmission in that area. A CTS transmission in the

hidden area cannot be a response to an RTS transmission

that originated in the hidden area, otherwise the destination

channel would be busy. Therefore, using the same analogy

as in the calculation of event 2, the fraction of nodes withFig. 3 The hidden area of the given node S
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an idle channel in the hidden area has to be considered.

The probability of CTS message transmission in the given

slot can be approximated by the probability of successfully

receiving an RTS, and the source of the RTS is located in

the hidden area of B. The probability that none of the

hidden nodes of S transmit CTS over vulnerable period tv is

formulated as:

ðð1� sð1� cÞÞnHidÞnHid
tv
r

After all above events happen, the ongoing transmission

would be successful. Therefore, taking into consideration

the above mentioned conditions of independent events

leads us to the probability of failure in multi-hop network:

c ¼ 1� ð1� sÞð
N

z2pr2ðNÞ�1ÞþnHidð1þtv
rÞ

� ðð1� sð1� cÞÞnHidÞð
N

z2pr2ðNÞ�1ÞþnHid
tv
r

� 1� ðsð1� cÞðTs � tvÞ
�r N

z2 pr2ðNÞ ÞnHid

" #nHid
tv
r

In above equations, we do not consider the exposed terminal

problem. In order to derive the media access delay in

absence of the exposed terminal problem, we assume that

the IEEE 802.11 standard includes some algorithms where

the nodes are aware of when to transmit and when not to,

during another transmission in progress. Following this line

of thought, in a similar way to the previous section, given

that the node S initiates communication with the destination

B by transmitting RTS in a given slot, the transmission will

be successful if all the following conditions hold:

2.1 No RTS message transmission occurs in the common

interference area of nodes S and B (here the main

difference with the event 1.1 is that with a proper

strategy for the exposed node problem in IEEE

standard, nodes in the interference area of S that are

out of the transmission range of B would not prevent

from transmission with some node out of the

interference area of B).

2.2 No CTS message transmission occurs in the common

interference area of S and B in the given slot (the

source of this CTS is out of the common interference

area, i.e. there is no RTS transmission in the common

interference area, otherwise the ongoing transmission

would not happen).

2.3 There exists no message transmission in the hidden

area of S. Now the destination transmits the CTS to

S. To accomplish this task successfully during the

vulnerable period, the following conditions must hold

simultaneously:

2.4 None of the neighbors of B in the hidden area of

S should be receiving data. It means that there should

not be a successful transmission between a node

located in the hidden area of the node B and one of the

neighbors of B which is located in the hidden area of S.

2.5 There should be no RTS message transmission in the

hidden area of S.

2.6 There should be no CTS message transmission in the

hidden area of S (the source of this CTS is beyond the

interference area of B, otherwise the ongoing CTS

message would not be sent).

2.7 None of the neighbors of S located out of the common

interference area of S and B(the area of S that is

hidden to B) should be transmitting an RTS.

2.8 There is no CTS message transmission in the

interference area of S that is hidden to B(the source

of this CTS is out of common interference area of

nodes S and B, otherwise the ongoing CTS message

would not be sent).

For the first event, none of the nodes in the common

interference area of nodes S and B must transmit RTS in the

given slot. Knowing s is the probability of transmission in

an arbitrary slot and nc indicates the average number of

nodes in common area, the probability of no message

transmission occurrence in common area of nodes S and

B (event 2.1) is given by.

ð1� sÞnc�1

Event 2.2 indicates that there should be no CTS message in

the common interference area of S and B, given that there

was no RTS transmission in that area. A CTS transmission

in this area cannot be a response to an RTS in which

previously originated in the common area, otherwise the

channel would have been busy and event 2.1 would not

have occurred. The probability of CTS message

transmission in the given slot can be approximated by the

probability of successfully receiving an RTS, and the

source of the RTS is located out of the common interference

area of nodes S and B. The average number of nodes located

out of shared interference area is given by N
z2 pr2ðnÞ � nc:

These nodes request to transmit with probability s and this

request is transmitted successfully to the destination with

probability (1 - c). Owing to the fact that every node in the

common interference area of S and B could receive this

request at the same slot that S transmits, similarly to the

event 1.2, the probability of event 2.2 can be formulated as

ðð1� sð1� cÞÞ
N
z2pr2ðNÞ�ncÞnc

The probability of events 2.3 to 2.6 are the same as that of

events 1.3 to 1.6. Event 2.7 is equal to the probability of no

RTS transmission in a portion of interference area of

S which is hidden to the node B. This event happens over

the vulnerable period tv. Again, considering s as the

probability of sending packet in current slot and N
z2 pr2ðnÞ

�nc as the average number of nodes adjacent to S and
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beyond the interference area of B, event 2.7 can be written

as:

ð1� sÞ
ðN
z2

pr2ðNÞ�ncÞtvr

Eventually, event 2.8 is obtained correspondingly to event

2.2. This event regards the probability of having no CTS

transmission by a node in the interference area of S and

hidden to B, given that there was no RTS transmission in

that area. For the sake of conciseness, this probability over

the duration tv is as:

ðð1� sð1� cÞÞ
N
z2pr2ðNÞ�ncÞnc

tv
r

Finally, note that the above defined events are independent

of each other. Therefore, the probability of failure in multi-

hop network with eliminating exposed terminal effect can

be rearranged as follows:

c ¼ 1� ð1� sÞðnc�1ÞþnHidð1þtv
rÞþðN

z2pr2ðnÞ�ncÞtvr

� ðð1� sð1� cÞÞ
N

z2pr2ðNÞ�ncÞncð1þtv
rÞ

� ðð1� sð1� cÞÞnHidÞnHid
tv
r

� 1� sð1� cÞðTs � tvÞ
�r N

z2 pr2ðNÞ

 !nHid
" #nHid

tv
r

On the other hand, to estimate multi-hop delay we must

study network traffic patterns and routing schemes. The

traffic pattern affects mainly the mean message distance, �d
which is the expected number of hops (i.e. the number of

intermediate nodes) that a message makes to reach its

destination. The mean message distance is generally given

by

d ¼
XD

i¼1

ipi ð33Þ

Where pi is the probability of a message crossing i channels

before reaching its destination and D is the diameter of the

network. The diameter is the maximum value (in hops) of

the minimum distance between any pair of nodes. Different

choices of pi lead to different distributions for message

destinations and consequently, to various mean message

distances. The following analysis uses the decreasing

probability routing distribution defined in Reed and

Fujitomo [16] as a model of communication locality (it is

worth noting that the modeling approach presented here

can be equally applied to the other models discussed in

Reed and Fujitomo [16]). In this model, the probability of

sending a message to a particular destination node, i hops

away, decreases with the distance i. For an ad hoc network,

the probability pi(1 \ i \ n) can be defined as:

pi ¼ hða; nÞai ð34Þ

where a is between 0 and 1 leading to varying degrees of

communication locality. As a approaches zero, the degree

of locality increases, while as a approaches 1, the traffic

becomes more uniform. The factor h(a, n) is a normalizing

constant, and is chosen such that:

hða; nÞ
Xn

i¼1

ai ¼ 1 ð35Þ

From the above equation, we can easily determine h(a, n).

Substituting the expressions of h (a, n) in equations Eqs. 33

and 34 yield the probability pi and the mean message

distance, �d as:

pi ¼
ða� 1Þai�1

an � 1
ð36Þ

�d ¼ ðna� n� 1Þan þ 1

ða� 1Þðan � 1Þ ð37Þ

In an ad hoc network, each node could be a source,

destination and/or relay of packets. We assume that packets

are generated in each node with the rate of kg packets per

second. Given the number of nodes in the network N and

mean message distance �d; the traffic of the network kn is as

follows:

kn ¼ N � kg � �d ð38Þ

Having the probability of collision, c and the traffic of the

network kn, we can obtain average packet delay for 1-hop

in multi-hop ad hoc networks with the same method as

used in single-hop analysis (from Eq. 26). Recalling Ad as

the average delay at each hop, the average end-to-end delay

equals the product of the average number of hops traversed

by a packet ( �d) and the average delay at each node Ad.

Hence we have:

Latency ¼ �dAd:

5 Simulation results

In order to verify the accuracy of our proposed analytic

model for single-hop and multi-hop networks, we have

considered a variety of scenarios using Pythagor simulator

(2004). This simulator is an open C?? tool for IEEE

802.11 a/b/g networks. Also, we have modified this plat-

form to include multi-hop scenarios, routing schema and

the exposed terminal problem. This simulator performs a

detailed implementation of the MAC mechanism for all

extensions of IEEE 802.11 standard (basic mode, RTS/CTS

and etc). A variety of statistic metrics for network perfor-

mance evaluation such as throughput (in bits/s and pack-

ets/s), utilization, media access delay, queuing delay,

total packet delay, packet queue length, and packet
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retransmission attempts have been implemented in this

simulator. Moreover, ease in configuring each node

parameter (using network configuration files) permits us to

define various scenarios by defining input system param-

eters. Regardless of the major advantages of Pythagor

(2004), we have slightly modified the software to include

multi hop transmission scenarios, defining the final desti-

nation of packets at the source node, routing schema and

the exposed terminal issue.

Our proposed model holds for any input traffic model, as

long as the parameters kg and q are defined in closed form

expressions. Moreover, for the packet payload size, an

exponential distribution with a mean value of P bits is

chosen. It is known that the exponential distribution is

appropriate for the approximation of the packet size dis-

tribution in standard IEEE 802.11 networks Bianchi [6].

We have implemented the buffer of each node as a linked

list structure in which new packets are inserted at the end of

the list. Thus, the buffer space can be regarded as infinite.

The initial network size is 200 nodes that are deployed

in a uniform distribution in a network of area

1,500 9 1,500 m. The minimum backoff window size

(W) is 32 and m (maximum number of retransmissions) is

equal to 5. A summary of input system parameters used

during the validation experiments is shown in Table 1.

The analytical model has been validated through a batch

means discrete-event simulator for each simulation exper-

iment, 25 batches of messages were delivered for collecting

the statistics of interest; each batch consisted of 10,000

messages. Statistics gathering was inhibited for the first

batch to avoid distortions due to the initial warm-up con-

ditions. We adopted 95 per cent confidence level to make

sure that on average the confidence interval calculated;

using t-student distribution and standard error, is expected

to contain the true value around 95 per cent of the time.

It is well known that the accuracy of the model degrades

as the network approaches the heavy traffic region. This is

due to the approximations that have been made in the

analysis to ease the model development. For example it is

known that there is interdependency between the inter-

arrival time and service time at intermediate network

channels in a multi hopping network. However, calculating

waiting time at a channel with the dependency assumption

is far from trivial for a queueing network and it is still a

open problem in the research community of queueing

systems.

5.1 Single hop network simulation

In single hop networks, all nodes are in line of sight with

each other. In other words, any two given nodes in the

network are able to communicate directly. In the following

validation experiments, the network utilization and access

delay parameters are calculated for the single hop scenar-

ios. Transmission rate for each node is considered based on

IEEE 802.11g standard (54 mbps). Time duration of each

simulation run is 30 s. This amount of time is sufficient for

the system load to reach saturation condition (this case is

verified by several simulation tests).

In the first single-hop scenario, we studied the case of 10

and 20 active nodes. The packet arrival rate was increased

so that the system load reached saturation gradually.

Figure 4 and Table 2 compares the medium access delay

for the analytic results and the simulation results under

different system load for this case. Figure 4 and Table 2

indicates that the medium access delay increases with

increase in system load. When the system load reaches

saturation, however, the medium access delay does not

increase any further. This is mainly due to the fact that

packets arrive so fast that the system cannot serve them.

Larger number of active nodes results in greater collision

probability and thus, the medium access delay become

longer.
Table 1 The system parameters used in the simulation process

Parameter Value

MAC header 272 bits

Physical header (PHY) 96 bits

ACK 112 bits ? PHY header

RTS 160 bits ? PHY header

CTS 112 bits ? PHY header

SIFS 10 ls

DIFS 50 ls

Minimum contention window (W) 31 slot

Slot duration 20 ls

Channel bit rate 5.5 Mbps

Timeout 300 ls

RTS threshold 1,024 bits

Packet payload (P) 10 kbit
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Fig. 4 Media access delay in single hop network
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Figure 5 and Table 3 shows the simulation and analytic

results on the total packet delays for the case of 10 and 20

nodes. It can be conceived that when the network reaches

the saturation load, the average delay approaches to infin-

ity. This is because when the system load is high, the queue

becomes very long, and the queuing delay tends to infinity.

The relation between media access delay and network

size in single hop network is investigated in the next

experiment. It can be seen in Fig. 6 that the media access

delay increases with the number of nodes in the network.

This is mainly because the collision probability increases

as a result of increased network size. As illustrated in this

figure, the results from the simulation and analysis are

reasonably close to each other.

In the next step, the network utilization factor is mea-

sured for the case of 10 and 20 nodes. At low packet arrival

rate, the network utilization is around zero. This is because

the network resources remain unused due to low data

generation rate. When the packet arrival rate increases,

network utilization also increases gradually till it reaches

the balance condition. It happens when each node always

has a packet to send (i.e. it is saturated). In such occasions,

the network utilization will remain unchanged. As plotted

in Fig. 7, the utilization factor for the case of 10 nodes is

more than the situation when we have 20 nodes in the

network. This is because the collision probability will

Table 2 Media access delay in single hop network

Network load

(Mbps)

10 nodes 20 nodes

Difference Relative

error

Difference Relative

error

0.1 0.121 0.3192 0.0445 0.1076

0.5 0.099 0.2551 0.0405 0.0967

1 0.084 0.2142 0.0295 0.0693

5 0.088 0.1925 0.0775 0.1599

10 0.108 0.1908 0.1115 0.1749

15 0.106 0.1254 0.23 0.2089

20 0.275 0.1558 0.4985 0.1439

25 0.291 0.0648 0.308 0.0332

30 0.295 0.0654 0.5195 0.0537

50 0.403 0.0873 0.413 0.0425

100 0.418 0.0902 0.486 0.0496
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Fig. 5 Total packet delay in single hop

Table 3 Total packet delay in single hop network

Network load

(Mbps)

10 nodes 20 nodes

Difference Relative

error

Difference Relative

error

0.1 0.132 0.3384 0.0815 0.1809

0.5 0.105 0.2664 0.085 0.1835

1 0.092 0.23 0.0875 0.1809

5 0.11 0.2296 0.128 0.2392

10 0.153 0.2504 0.1925 0.2679

15 0.19 0.1759 0.3415 0.2336

20 0.866 0.1545 3.94 0.2852

25 395.69 0.2999 583.44 0.3469

30 151.90 0.0844 806.00 0.2859

50 318.63 0.1157 430.50 0.0996

100 1702.26 0.3441 668.72 0.0718
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Fig. 6 Average medium access delay in saturation condition

(30 mbps) for different network size
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increase due to the increased network size and conse-

quently, result in degradedness in the system throughput.

5.2 Multi hop network simulation results

Network model and assumptions for multi hop networks

are the same as those for a single hop network, except that

in a multi hop network the destination of a packet might

not be reached directly and other nodes can be used as

relays to route the packets to the final destination. In the

case of a multi-hop network, the packets arriving at a node

are composed of newly generated packets and transit

packets routed through the node. It is assumed that the total

packet arrival rate at a node is known. The transit packet

arrival rates can be calculated from the arrival rate of

packets to the network, the traffic distribution and routing

algorithm. In our analytical model, we have used the

decreasing probability routing distribution (Reed and

Fujitomo [16]) as the default routing mechanism. More-

over, for the analysis it is required that �d; the mean mes-

sage distance to be known. Hence, in each experiment,

with the definite number of nodes, details of nodes

deployment, the routing circumstances and the rate of

packet arrivals, we prepared the required parameters for the

analytic model and then compared the results.

In order to validate our delay analysis for a multi-hop

network with different loads, a 40 node network was consid-

ered, each node serving both, as a transmitter and a receiver.

Figures 8 and 9 show the 1-hop to 5-hop medium access delay

for the multi hop scenario. Packets generation rate increases

from 1 to 30 packets per second. In this situation, the network

load changes from 0.8 to 12 Mbps. The overall network traffic

(kn) is obtained from the product of the values of packet

generation rate of each node kg, network size N and mean

message distance �d: For the coordination between analysis

and validation experiments, for each case we have obtained

the number of transmitted packets in each hop via simulation

and then applied them in the analytical process. It is

noteworthy to mention that in this experiment, we have con-

sidered only the effect of the hidden terminal problem in the

performance evaluation. Separated from the effect of the

increment in packet arrival rates, we can see the media access

delay augments when the number of hops increases. This is

due to the reason that as the load in the system increases, the

collision probability in the network rises.

In our next experiment, we investigated the total packet

delay from source to the destination. The mean message

distance is taken to be 3 in this case. To obtain the end-to-

end delay in a similar approach as the previous section, first

we calculated total delay for different hop counts and then

obtained the average total delay considering the amount of

transmitted messages in each hop. Table 4 summarizes the

results of the comparison between the analytical metrics

and the simulation output. In all cases, the results show that

the models are fairly accurate.

Figures 10, 11 and Table 5 illustrate the impact of the

exposed terminal problem on the ad hoc network media

access delay and total packet delay, respectively. In these

experiments, the average media access delay and end-

to-end delay in multi hop scenarios are obtained via

two different cases. In first case, we concern real condi-

tions, meaning existence of hidden and exposed nodes, and

in second one, we assume that the IEEE 802.11 standard

includes a sophisticated algorithm to eliminate exposed

terminal problem. As obvious from Figs. 10 and 11, the

average media access delay and average end-to-end delay
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Table 4 Model validation for the multi hop end-to-end delay

Network

load (kbps)

End-to-end delay

(ms) (simulation)

End-to-end delay

(ms) (analysis)

Difference

800 1.26 1.01 19.84

4,000 2.37 2.17 8.43

8,000 3.63 3.29 9.36

16,000 6.94 6.65 4.17

24,000 855.01 795.44 6.96

40,000 2854.99 2487.67 12.86
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for the second case is less than the first one where exposed

terminal problem remains unsolved in the network.

In the real-world case, where the both problems exist,

hidden nodes transmit during the transmission of others and

exposed nodes defer their transmissions pointlessly.

Consequently, as the network traffic increases, the colli-

sions cause the media access delay and end-to-end delay to

be longer than the case where the exposed terminal prob-

lem is treated. In this situation, the collisions are less and

consequently result in lesser delay seen by each packet.

The figures reveal that the simulation results closely

follow those predicted by the analytical model in the steady

state regions, that is, under light and moderate traffic and

when the network enters the heavy traffic region. However,

the accuracy of the model degrades as the network approa-

ches the saturation point in the heavy traffic region. This is

due to the approximations that have been made in the

analysis to ease the model development. For instance,

treating the successive channels as independent of each

other in the analysis. To overcome this dependence problem,

we have used the well-known Kleinrocks independence

approximation Kleinrock [14] that suggests an approximate

solution for non-Jacksonian queueing networks. Neverthe-

less, it can be concluded that the model produces correct

results in the steady state regions, and its simplicity makes it

a practical and cost-effective evaluation tool.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the analytical models for

multi hop delay estimation in IEEE 802.11 wireless ad hoc

networks under finite load conditions. For this objective,

we obtained single hop delay using service time distribu-

tion function and its first and second moments. Moreover,

considering effects of exposed terminals on network per-

formance, we extended single hop analysis to the multi hop
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Table 5 Average medium access delay and average end-to-end delay effect of exposed terminals

Packet arrival

Rate (pkt/s)

1 5 10 15 20 30 50 100

Average medium access

Hidden node—with exposed node

Difference 0.133 0.118 0.199 0.104 0.624 0.833 8.526 126.09

Relative error 0.076 0.058 0.088 0.044 0.174 0.159 0.325 0.252

Hidden node—no exposed node

Difference 0.181 0.109 0.606 0.523 0.291 2.127 6.968 439.1

Relative error 0.090 0.048 0.193 0.144 0.055 0.213 0.176 0.2351

Average end-to-end delay

Hidden node—with exposed node

Difference 0.263 0.032 0.020 0.061 0.728 3.091 33.75 502.5

Relative error 0.132 0.015 0.008 0.024 0.155 0.217 0.262 0.299

Hidden node—no exposed node

Difference 0.057 0.204 0.706 0.616 10.59 43.26 131.1 1439.1

Relative error 0.026 0.086 0.211 0.113 0.371 0.299 0.183 0.245
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scenario. In order to validate the accuracy of the analytic

models, various simulation experiments have been taken

into account. In all cases, the results of the simulations

meet quite well with the analytical estimates. As the next

step of this study, we aim at considering analytical models

for other traffic patterns in wireless ad hoc networks, such

as the model to deal with non-Poisson traffic.

Appendix 1: Table of notations

Notation Description

Ap Average duration of payload

As Average service time

Aw Average waiting time

Ad Average End-to-end delay

sb Backoff service time

Tw Average time that a packet waits for another one to be

served

m Maximum number of retransmission

m’ Maximum contention window

c Probability of collision occurrence

q Probability of empty queue after processing current packet

Tc Collision slot duration

Ts Successful slot duration

Ps Probability of busy slot being a successful transmission

Ptr Probability of sensing a busy slot

Pnk Probability of generating no packet in a given period

U Normalized channel utilization factor

s Probability of transmission in an Idle slot

W Minimum contention window

Wi ith contention window

r Slot duration

�r Average slot duration

pi,j Probability of being in the (i,j) state at the State transition

diagram.

pFirstTR State of receiving new packet when both node and channel

are idle

pIDLE State of the node when it has no packet in queue to serve

kg Average packet arrival rate

r(N) Communication range of node n

�ri;j Average distance between each two nodes in the network

nHid Average number of nodes located in hidden area of a

random node

nc Average number of node located in common area of two

random adjacent nodes

tv Vulnerable period

�d Mean message distance

pi Probability of a message crossing i channels to reach the

destination

D Diameter of the network

a Indicating the degree of communication locality

Appendix continued

Notation Description

h (a, n) Normalizing constant

N Number of nodes in the networks (Network size)

z Size of the network(side of a square operational area)

kn Mean traffic of the network

bs Indicating backoff stages(the number of tries before the

successful transmission of the packet)

Appendix 2: Deriving second moment of E[Tw
2]

In Sect. 3.1.2, the second moment of Tw can be further

simplified. The detailed computations are depicted here.

E½T2
w� ¼

d2Gbs
ðzÞ

dz2
jz¼1 þ EðTwÞ
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E½T2
w� ¼ T2

s ð1� cÞqð1� ptrðn� 1ÞÞ
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We derive the average distance between two nodes inside a

cell with radius rn. If r represents the distance from the

center of the cell, then the average distance using

infinitesimal rings could be formulated as:

�ri;j ¼
R rn

0
2prðrdrÞ
pr2

n

¼ 2

3
rn:
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